Approved List of PDA Recipients, 2018-2019

Chin, Martin                              Chemistry and Biochemistry                                Spring 2019

*Catalytic Silylation of Pyridine with Diruthenium Complexes*

Connors, Thomas           History                    Spring 2019

*The Politics of Pantheons: How Nations Harness the Power of Their Dead*

DuBord, Elise                                     Languages & Literatures                               Spring 2019

*Language and Immigration in Southeast Spanish: The Social and Cultural Context of Language Contact*

Gallagher, Deborah J                             Special Education                            Fall 2018

*Probing the Interconnections of Disability and Animal Rights: With Implications for Equitable Schooling for Students with Disabilities*

Iqbal, Mohammad                            Earth & Environmental Sciences                 Fall 2018

*International research collaboration: Study of highly polluted Bagmati River to prevent environmental hazard of an urban population in Nepal*

Lee, W. M. Eric                                          Accounting                                                         Spring 2019

*Reading Between the Lines: An Empirical Analysis of the Relationship between Companies' Responsibility Reporting and their Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Performance*

MacLin, Kim                    Psychology                           Full Year

*Experimental Psychology Book Project*

Palczewski, Catherine H                            Communication Studies                         Full Year

*Bodies That Argue: Visual Arguments of Woman Suffrage, 1909-1919*

Posinasetti, Nageswara R                          Technology                          Spring 2019

*Application of LCA for Sustainable Machining of Titanium Using MQL with Vegetable Oils and Solid Lubricant Particles*

Rawwas, Mohammed                                           Marketing                       Spring 2019

*Organizational Justice Theory: A Comparison of the Ethical Values of Iowan and Chinese Individuals*

Tracey, Grant                                    Languages & Literatures                      Spring 2019

*Shot, Reverse-Shot*

Zigarovich, Jolene                                Languages & Literatures                                   Spring 2019

*Preserving Clarissa, and other Morbid Curiosities in the Eighteenth-Century Novel*